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In this note we consider a simple problem with Fibonacci numbers and then 
:llter it:, solution to produce a closed formula for 
where U,(a) is the Chebyshev polynomial of degree n. Similar results have been 
given by Watson [4] for Laguerre, Hermite, Legendre, and Gegenbauer poly- 
nomial:; and more recently Foata [I] has given a combinatorial proof for the 
Hermite polynomials. In the cases cited above the original proofs are attributed to 
Mehler [3]. I would like to thank Professor Richard Stanley for bringing the 
Fibonacci squares problem to my attention. 
The view that we want to take of the Fibonalcci numbers goes as follows. In how 
many trays can a 1 x 1~ strip be covered by 1 x 1 or 1 X 2 rectangles? An obvious 
induct,on proof yields the Fibonacci numbers with F. = F1 == 1 being the conve- 
nient indexing. It is also well known that 
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where F, is the nth Fibonaccl number and the way we want to view this formula 
is thal. we have one kind of irreducible element of length 1, one kind of 
irreducible element of length 2 and none of greater length. Heuristically since we 
are considering linear arrangements, generating function = l/(1 - generating func- 
tion for the irreducible elements). For the Fibonacci numbers the generating 
fun& )n for the. irreducible elements is 
1*x+1*x2. 
C)ur first problem is to find a closed formula for 
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A C’hbysheu polynomial identit v 2Q5 
If F,(p) is the number of possibilities fog a 1 X n rectangle using p colors for the 
I. x 1 squares, then 
1 =- 
l-Pqx2-(l+p2+q2)x4-Cn,2 (p2+g’)x4”-~ns* &qx4”+2 
1-x4 
= 1 -pqX2-(2+p*+q2)x4-pqx6+x8 (8) 
li we set p = q = 1 equation (4) reduces t 3 (3). 
We now define the Chebyshev polynorlials by the generating function 
1 
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Other ways to define these polynomials are by 
un(cos 6) = 
sin(n + l)$ 
sin 8 
or as solutions of 
(l-x2)y”-3xy’+n(n+2)y=O. 
We now let x = iz, p == -2ai and q = -2bi. Then we obtain p2 = -4a2, q2 = -4b2, 
andpq= -4ab. Thus 
nto K(a)U,tIb)z2” = i Fn(p)Fn(q)x2” =_ n=O 
1 -(iz)4 
= m&i2(it)2 - (2 - 4a2 - 4bT)(iz)a*4abi2(iz)’ + (iz)” 
I-z4. 
= ~-4~b~2-(2-4a2-4b2)z4-4~b~%-z8 l (6) 
To justify the first equality we need some explanation. With the appropriate 
SI lbstitutions we have 
f, u,(a~u~(b)zmwn =l_2;z+z2- 1 
m.k =o .- 
61w+wz 
1 1 
=1-px-x2’ 1 -qy-y2 = f E,,(~)~~(qhrnyk~ m,k=O 
Since the whole double series are equal the main diagonals are equal and we can 
let w = 2 and y = x. 
Another natural uestion is what happens with the Chebyshev polynomials of 
t!he East kind. A similar but more complicated approach works where each 1 x 1 
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square is colored 2p colors unless it is in the left most positian in which cas\: only 
p colors can lbe used. Then 
o(: 
c T,(a)Tntb)Z2,, _ l -3abzz-(1 -2a2-202‘)z4-abz6 
n=O 1 -4abz2-(2-4a2-4b’)z4-4ah&-z8’ 
If we wish to extend this result to nonintegral valuer we replace the number of 
possible colors, p my a function from 1 X 1 squares to the real numbers. 
Another way to derive these formulas is start with 
sin a! sin F; = $[cos(a - 8) - cos(cy + p)]. 
CM-c- connections between the Chebyshev polynomi& and F’ibonacci numbers 
are known. For instance Knuth [2] suggests using Chebyshev polynomials as a 
methc: 1. for proving that if 
then 
z = $r -t- i log[$( 1 + J3) J, 
sin(nz 1 -._ = il-nFns 
sin z 
Knuth [2] also discusses finding a generating function for ES0 pnx” for arbitrary 
k. 
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